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Until I Find You is the story of the actor Jack Burns – his life, loves, celebrity and astonishing search for the
truth about his parents.

When he is four years old, Jack travels with his mother Alice, a tattoo artist, to several North Sea ports in
search of his father, William Burns. From Copenhagen to Amsterdam, William, a brilliant church organist
and profligate womanizer, is always a step ahead – has always just departed in a wave of scandal, with a new
tattoo somewhere on his body from a local master or “scratcher.”

Alice and Jack abandon their quest, and Jack is educated at schools in Canada and New England – including,
tellingly, a girls’ school in Toronto. His real education consists of his relationships with older women – from
Emma Oastler, who initiates him into erotic life, to the girls of St. Hilda’s, with whom he first appears on
stage, to the abusive Mrs. Machado, whom he first meets when sent to learn wrestling at a local gym.

Too much happens in this expansive, eventful novel to possibly summarize it all. Emma and Jack move to
Los Angeles, where Emma becomes a successful novelist and Jack a promising actor. A host of eccentric
minor characters memorably come and go, including Jack’s hilariously confused teacher the Wurtz; Michelle
Maher, the girlfriend he will never forget; and a precocious child Jack finds in the back of an Audi in a
restaurant parking lot. We learn about tattoo addiction and movie cross-dressing, “sleeping in the needles”
and the cure for cauliflower ears. And John Irving renders his protagonist’s unusual rise through Hollywood
with the same vivid detail and range of emotions he gives to the organ music Jack hears as a child in
European churches. This is an absorbing and moving book about obsession and loss, truth and storytelling,
the signs we carry on us and inside us, the traces we can’t get rid of.

Jack has always lived in the shadow of his absent father. But as he grows older – and when his mother dies –
he starts to doubt the portrait of his father’s character she painted for him when he was a child. This is the
cue for a second journey around Europe in search of his father, from Edinburgh to Switzerland, towards a
conclusion of great emotional force.

A melancholy tale of deception, Until I Find You is also a swaggering comic novel, a giant tapestry of life’s
hopes. It is a masterpiece to compare with John Irving’s great novels, and restates the author’s claim to be
considered the most glorious, comic, moving novelist at work today.

From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:

Colby McCray:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important act, like
looking for your favorite reserve and reading a book. Beside you can solve your condition; you can add your
knowledge by the guide entitled Until I Find You. Try to make the book Until I Find You as your good
friend. It means that it can to get your friend when you experience alone and beside regarding course make
you smarter than ever before. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you a lot more confidence
because you can know almost everything by the book. So , let us make new experience as well as knowledge
with this book.

Fidel Auxier:

The book Until I Find You make you feel enjoy for your spare time. You can utilize to make your capable
more increase. Book can being your best friend when you getting pressure or having big problem along with
your subject. If you can make reading a book Until I Find You to get your habit, you can get more
advantages, like add your current capable, increase your knowledge about a few or all subjects. It is possible
to know everything if you like available and read a guide Until I Find You. Kinds of book are a lot of. It
means that, science reserve or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this guide?

Victor Smith:

A lot of e-book has printed but it differs. You can get it by web on social media. You can choose the most
beneficial book for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever through searching from it. It is known as of book
Until I Find You. You can add your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed book, it could possibly add
your knowledge and make a person happier to read. It is most critical that, you must aware about book. It can
bring you from one destination for a other place.

David Gaiter:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that will question when you got learners? We believe that that problem
was given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everyone has different hobby. And you know
that little person including reading or as examining become their hobby. You should know that reading is
very important along with book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to provide you knowledge, except
your personal teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update about something by book. Amount types of
books that can you choose to adopt be your object. One of them is Until I Find You.
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